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Abstract: In Ni-Mn-Ga ferromagnetic shape memory alloys, Co-doping plays a major role 

in determining a peculiar phase diagram where, besides a change in the critical 

temperatures, a change of number, order and nature of phase transitions (e.g., from 

ferromagnetic to paramagnetic or from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic, on heating) can be 

obtained, together with a change in the giant magnetocaloric effect from direct to inverse. 

Here we present a thorough study of the intrinsic magnetic and structural properties, 

including their dependence on hydrostatic pressure, that are at the basis of the 

multifunctional behavior of Co and In-doped alloys. We study in depth their 

magnetocaloric properties, taking advantage of complementary calorimetric and magnetic 

techniques, and show that if a proper measurement protocol is adopted they all merge to 

the same values, even in case of first order transitions. A simplified model for the 

estimation of the adiabatic temperature change that relies only on indirect measurements is 
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proposed, allowing for the quick and reliable evaluation of the magnetocaloric potentiality 

of new materials starting from readily available magnetic measurements. 

Keywords: magnetic shape memory materials; magnetocaloric effect; multifunctional 

Heusler alloys 

PACS Codes: 75.30.Sg; 81.30.Kf  

 

1. Introduction 

In 1996, pioneering work by Ullakko, and O’Handley (and his group) in collaboration with Kokorin 

introduced a new magnetoelastic effect, the magnetic field induced variant reorientation (MIR) in 

Ni2MnGa Heusler alloys [1]. Since then “ferromagnetic shape memory” materials, characterized by the 

coexistence of martensitic transformation and magnetic order, have become an emerging class of 

materials where new properties and potential fields of applications have constantly come to light [2]. 

The strong coupling between magnetic and structural degrees of freedom is at the basis of their 

extraordinary phenomenology that offers also exciting matter for basic investigation [3]. While MIR 

up to 12% in the martensitic phase due to a magnetostructural coupling on the mesoscopic scale was 

mainly found in NiMnGa alloys [4,5], giant properties changes obtained by inducing structural 

transition by external fields (i.e., magnetic field, pressure, stress) were mainly shown in  

off-stoichiometric Mn-rich Heuslers composed of different IIIA-VA elements (i.e., In, Sn, Sb) [6]. 

Magnetic superelasticity and strain recovery [7,8], giant magnetoresistance [9] magnetothermal 

conductivity [10], magnetocaloric [11–14] and barocaloric [15] effects were demonstrated, making 

these materials very interesting for multifunctional applications, also allowing the multiple exploitation 

of external fields. Moreover, exchange bias [16] and ferromagnetic strain glass behavior have been 

recently evidenced [17].  

The ternary phase diagram of the NiMnGa system has been mapped to search for new shape 

memory alloys and for a systematic study of the relationship between martensitic transformation and 

Curie temperature [18–20]. It has been shown that martensitic and magnetic transformation 

temperatures show a dependency of electrons per atom following Hume-Rothery concepts. In, Sn, Sb 

based families of alloys show a linear dependence of martensitic transformation on valence electrons 

number [21,22]. It has also been recently shown that chemical order plays a primary role in 

determining martensitic properties [23,24]. 

Remarkably, the crystallographic structure of the martensitic phase can be tuned by changing 

composition from modulated (commensurate and incommensurate) monoclinic 10M and 14M 

structures to non-modulated tetragonal [25–27]. Structural relationships between lattice parameters in 

the martensitic phase and austenitic and martensitic lattice parameters determine respectively the 

maximum possible strain achievable by magnetic field induced variant reorientation and by magnetic 

field induced transformation (MFIS) in single crystals. In polycrystalline isotropic materials the 

volume discontinuities between austenite and martensite determine the maximum strain achievable by 

MFIS. In addition, the discontinuities of lattice parameters and volume enable the possibility to drive 
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the martensitic transformation by external fields (stress and pressure) but influence the thermal 

hysteresis of martensitic transformation, a detrimental effect for applications.  

Modeling the magnetic interactions in martensite and austenite and tuning the magnetization 

discontinuity (M) at the transformation is a crucial goal to drive the martensitic transformation 

temperature by magnetic fields and to enable giant magnetic field induced effects, and it has been one 

of the main goals of our research in this field [20,28–31]. In previous papers we demonstrated that in 

ternary off-stoichiometric Ga-alloys (both in the case of Ni-rich at expenses of Mn and in Mn-rich at 

expenses of Ga) it is possible to merge martensitic and Curie temperature in a wide temperature range, 

obtaining a direct first order transformation from ferromagnetic martensite to paramagnetic austenite 

on heating [20]. As a consequence M maximization and a much higher magnetocaloric effect 

(Isothermal entropy change, s, increased up to 4-times in Ni-rich composition) were obtained [12]. 

Interestingly, the Mn-Mn distances in these alloys are close to the limit where the interactions 

switch from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic. That is why they show a variety of magnetic 

properties depending on even minor changes in the stoichiometry, the atomic order, the lattice 

parameters and the symmetry of the alloy (whether it is in the high temperature or low temperature 

phase). We have recently shown that in Mn-rich Ni-Mn-Ga alloys, Co substitution produces important 

changes in magnetism and structure [32]. Chemical disorder in the Mn-rich Heusler alloys is 

responsible for competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interaction (magnetic frustration) 

because the extra Mn atoms occupy lattice sites of the Ga-sublattice which interact 

antiferromagnetically with the Mn atoms on the Mn-sublattice because of shorter interatomic Mn-Mn 

distances [22,33] Co affects differently the magnetic interactions of the two phases in the Mn-rich 

alloy, strengthening the ferromagnetic interactions in austenite while weakening the ferromagnetic 

behavior of martensite. As a result, the quaternary alloys show lower Curie temperature for the 

martensitic phase (TC
M) than the austenitic one (TC

A). When the martensitic instability temperature (TM) 

is tuned between the two Curie temperatures, an inverse magnetostructural transition, from low 

moment martensite to high moment austenite, occurs (on heating), characterized by a negative field 

dependence of the transformation temperature (dTM/0dH). Owing to the improved ferromagnetic 

interactions in austenite and to the increased distance between TM and TC
A with respect to the ternary 

compound, very high values of magnetization discontinuity can be achieved, and also of |dTM/0dH|. 

We showed that a 10-fold increase in magnetization discontinuity and a 6-fold increase in critical 

temperatures sensitivity can be obtained by substituting up to 9 at% Ni with Co in the parent phase 

Ni50Mn30Ga20 [34].  

Thus, a metamagnetic behaviour like In, Sn, Sb-based alloys and inverse magnetocaloric effect has 

been observed also for Ga alloys, by Co-doping in the Mn-rich stoichiometric region [34]. The high 

values recently obtained for Co-doped In and Ga-based alloys of magnetocaloric [14,35,36] and 

barocaloric effect [15,37] make them promising for solid state refrigeration and multifunctional 

applications, even if important drawbacks, mainly linked to hysteresis and poor mechanical properties, 

must be overcome. 

In the present paper we will examine in depth the effects of Co and In doping on Mn-rich NiMnGa 

alloys, focusing on four representative samples of the series characterized by different number of first 

and second order phase transitions of different nature (e.g., from ferro to para or from para to ferro, 

on heating). In the first part of the paper we will present a thorough study of the intrinsic magnetic and 
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structural properties, including their dependence on hydrostatic pressure, that are at the basis of their 

multifunctional behavior. We will then discuss their magnetocaloric properties, taking advantage of 

complementary calorimetric and magnetic techniques, and showing that if a proper measurement 

protocol is adopted they all merge to same values, even in the case of first order transitions. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Critical Temperatures and Magnetic Properties  

In this work we have chosen four Co and In-doped Ni2MnGa samples that provide an excerpt of the 

various magnetic configurations where the martensitic transformation is realized. Tables 1 and 2 report 

the critical temperatures and the magnetic and structural figures of interest for the analysis of 

magnetocaloric effect. In order to minimize the role of temperature in this comparison, the three doped 

samples were chosen with similar TM values (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. a.c. susceptibility measurements. The nominal compositions and the critical 

temperatures are highlighted. (Adapted from [29]). 

 

The ternary compound Ni50Mn30Ga20 shows coincidence of the magnetic and structural transitions 

across a ferromagnetic martensite to paramagnetic austenite transformation on heating. The critical 

temperature is approximately 370 K. Due to the partial antiferromagnetic alignment of the extra Mn 

atoms in the Mn-rich composition and due to the vicinity to the Curie temperature, the magnetization 

jump M is negative on heating (Figure 2), being approximately −9.5 A·m2/Kg, and the field drag on 

the transition is quite limited (dTM/0dH = +0.45 K/T). 
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Two quaternary compounds, Ni45Co5Mn30Ga20 (sample 5-30) and Ni45Co5Mn31Ga19 (sample 5-31), 

display the transformation temperature TM between two ferromagnetic phases. In fact, by Co doping, 

the austenitic Curie temperature is pushed to higher values (TC
A = 420 K) while the martensitic 

transformation temperature is lowered (TM in the range 330–350 K). Due to enhanced ferromagnetism 

in austenite, the magnetization jump at the transformation turns to positive values. When compared to 

the ternary compound, the magnetization discontinuity has reversed sign while field sensitivity of the 

martensitic transformation is negative and increases three times in absolute value (Table 2 and Figure 2).  

A notable effect on the structural stability of the quaternary alloy can also be achieved by partial 

substitution of the group p element, Ga, with homovalent In. The peculiarity of this substitution is the 

selective effect that can be achieved: in fact, by substituting small amounts of Ga with In (around 2 or 

3 at.%), the martensitic transformation temperature is lowered while the Curie temperatures are almost 

unchanged [29]. The In-doped sample chosen for this review, Ni41Co9Mn32Ga16In2, shows a so-called 

paramagnetic gap preceding TM, due to a substantial shift of TC
M below both TC

A and TM. The 

resulting reverse transformation between a very low moment martensite and a high magnetization 

austenite allows for maximum values of magnetization discontinuity. In this sample both M and 

|dTM/0dH| reach the highest values of this series (Table 2), increasing of more than one order of 

magnitude with respect to the ternary parent sample. (dTM/0dH changing from +0.45 to −5.5 K/T) 

Table 1. Critical temperatures, thermal hysteresis (TA-M–TM-A) and transition width (mean 

difference between the transformation start and finish temperatures) as measured by a.c. 

susceptibility data of Figure 1. 

Sample ID Nominal composition 
TC

M 
[K] 

TC
A 

[K] 
TM-A 

[K] 
TA-M 

[K] 
Hysteresis 

[K] 
Transition 
width [K] 

Parent Ni50Mn30Ga20 -- 368 375 368 7 10 
5-30 Ni40Co5Mn30Ga20 -- 420 337 327 10 5 
5-31 Ni40Co5Mn31Ga19 -- 420 353 341 12 13 

In-doped Ni41Co9Mn32Ga16 In2 245 448 343 321 22 35 

Table 2. Magnetization variation at the transformation in a 2T field. MM-A is calculated as 

the difference of magnetization at the start and finish temperatures. Miso is the maximum 

isothermal difference between the heating and cooling branches. magnetic field 

dependence of TM. Volume discontinuity at the transition and pressure dependence of TM. 

Magnetic field-pressure sensitivity ratio (HPR) and product (HPP) multifunctionality index 

Sample ID 
MM-A 

[Am2/Kg] 

Miso 

[Am2/Kg] 

dTM/0dH 

[K/T] 

V/V 

% 

dTM/dp 

[K/kbar] 

HPR  

|(dTM/0dH)/ 

(dTM/dp)| 

[kbar/T] 

HPP  

|(dTM/0dH) 

×(dTM/dp)| 

[K2/(T·kbar)] 

Parent −9.5 −7.5 +0.45 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.4 
5-30 15 16.5 −1.2 0.45 1.3 0.92 1.56 
5-31 16 21.5 −1.3 0.55 2.5 0.52 3.25 

In-doped 60 72 −5.5 0.9 6.0 0.91 33 
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Figure 2. Isofield magnetization measurements versus temperature. (a) Parent sample;  

(b) 5-30 sample [35]; (c) 5-31 sample [36]; (d) In-doped sample [35]. The isofield curves 

are collected at 1T step up to 5T for the parent sample, and at a 0.5T step up to 2T for  

the others.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

2.2. Structural Characterization 

In order to get a better understanding of the magnetostructural behavior of these alloys it is 

necessary to study the structural evolution across the transformation. The samples presented here show 

that even slight changes in composition result in notable differences. For instance, the two quaternary 

samples share similar composition, similar magnetic figures (critical temperatures, and dTM/0dH) and 

similar hysteresis; nonetheless, sample 5-30 shows a much steeper transformation with respect to 

sample 5-31 (5 K vs. 13 K transition width). Provided that the two samples share similar dTM/0dH 

values, the steeper transition of sample 5-30 allows for complete transformation in a lower applied 

field. The difference in steepness reflects differently on the magnetization jump at the transition: in 

fact, the steeper the transition, the more Miso (the maximum achievable M, calculated among the 

heating and the cooling branches of the transformation) is similar to the transition jump, MM-A. On the 

other hand, broader transitions like the one of sample 5-31 show that Miso can be consistently higher 

than MM-A. 

One of the causes contributing to such a difference may be ascribed to the structural features of the 

different samples, thus it is interesting to determine the crystal structure of these materials and to 
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follow their evolution across the structural transformation. The crystal structure of the martensitic 

phase is in both cases tetragonal, non-modulated; nonetheless, the temperature evolution of the X-ray 

diffraction patterns allows for the determination of different crystal volume discontinuities at the 

transformation (see for instance Figure 3): sample 5-31 has indeed a higher volume discontinuity than 

sample 5-30 (V/V ≈ 0.55% versus ≈ 0.45%, see Table 2). 

The magnetic figures introduced above provide only a partial description of the magnetostructural 

transformation occurring in these alloys. The martensitic transformation is a first order diffusionless 

process involving a change in the lattice parameters and in the symmetry of the crystal. Its dynamics 

depends on the stress accumulated at the border between martensite and austenite, the so-called 

invariant plane. Symmetry rules and the metric of the two phases, i.e., the mismatch occurring at the 

invariant plane, [38] determine the entity of the energy barrier which has to be overcome. As we are 

dealing with polycrystalline alloys, extrinsic contributions to the energy barrier of the transformation 

arise, too: a complex stress-strain relation among the differently oriented crystallites provides a 

landscape of energy barriers that heavily influence the width of the martensitic transformation and the 

thermal hysteresis. 

Figure 3. Evolution of the X-ray diffraction pattern with temperature across the 

transformation for the 5-30 sample (left). Cell Volume evolution of martensite and 

austenite for the In-doped sample (right) calculated from least square refinement of the 

diffraction patterns. 

While metric considerations on the lattice matching of the two phases at the invariant plane [38] is a 

good predictor of the thermal hysteresis, it appears that, at least for series sharing the same martensitic 

symmetry, the volume discontinuity can be considered a good descriptor of the transformation width; 

in fact the In doped sample, which show the highest discontinuity in Volume (up to 0.9%), also shows 

the broader transformation of the series, as reported in Table 2. The parent sample does not follow 

such a rule; although it shows the lower volume discontinuity of the series (V/V ≈ 0.2), its 

transformation width is comparable with sample 5-31 and even double than sample 5-30. Nonetheless, 

several features differentiate it from the doped samples, the most important being the different 

symmetry of the martensitic phase, which in this case is the 7M modulated monoclinic [30]. Also, the 

presence of the concurrent Curie transition may actually affect the magnetic profile of the 
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transformation. A common feature of all the samples is the sign of the volume discontinuity, which is 

always positive on heating; this is due to the austenitic phase having always a higher volume than the 

martensitic one. 

The hysteretic nature of the martensitic transformation poses a serious limit to the cycling operation 

of these alloys [39]. Therefore, the mitigation of cycling irreversibility, either by intrinsic or extrinsic 

means, is mandatory. The search for new compositions with better martensite-austenite interface 

matching or the development of proper microstructural configurations are promising routes. A 

straightforward way to overcome hysteresis and non-negligible transformation width is to rely on 

values of critical temperature sensitivity to external fields high enough to move the transformation 

temperature outside of the hysteresis region in moderate fields, taking in mind the bivalent role played 

by dTM/0dH in determining the magnetocaloric properties [14]. For the sake of applications in energy 

efficient devices, whether magnetocaloric engines or magneto-thermal energy generators, it is 

necessary to provide high reversibility in low fields (typically below 2T, the maximum limit of 

permanent magnets).  

On the other hand, the enhanced volume discontinuity that was measured on these alloys allows for 

improved multifunctionality, i.e., it opens up the possibility of simultaneous shift of the transformation 

by different fields. Magnetic measurements under hydrostatic pressure were carried out to study the 

pressure sensitivity of TM, dTM/dp; due to increased stability of the most packed structure, martensite, 

the hydrostatic pressure drives the martensitic temperature to higher values, the opposite of magnetic 

field application. The dTM/dp parameters for Co-doped samples, reported in Table 2, are higher than in 

the ternary compound, and for the In-doped sample reach unprecedented values among the entire class 

of Ni-Mn based Heuslers [14,29,37]. The In doped sample shows values of dTM/dp up to 6 K/kbar,  

6 times higher than the ternary alloy. 

As expected, the trend of the magnetization and volume discontinuities, as well as that of the 

critical temperature sensitivities to external forces, are coherent, i.e., higher discontinuities provide 

higher sensitivity of the critical temperature to the corresponding external force (Figure 4).  

Figure 4. Transformation discontinuity versus TM dependence to the corresponding field: 

magnetic field (left) and pressure (right). 

 

In our samples the enhanced response to pressure results in a substantial equivalence between 1T 

and 1 kbar in affecting the transformation temperature. We introduce here a magnetic field-pressure 
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equivalence parameter, HPR = |(dTM/0dH)/(dTM/dp)|, that can be useful to compare the relative field 

and pressure sensitivity of different alloys (Table 2). 

On the other hand, and additional parameter, the product of the two sensitivities, HPP = 

|(dTM/0dH)×(dTM/dp)|, can be introduced to account for the increased multifunctionality potential 

shown by doped alloys (Table 2). By Co and In doping Ni2MnGa, such multifunctional index is 

increased by almost two order of magnitudes; this means that both magnetic field and pressure are able 

to substantially shift the transformation. Such improved sensitivity to both fields, coupled to the 

opposite effect that magnetic field and pressure display (i.e., magnetic field shifts TM to lower 

temperatures, pressure shifts TM to higher ones) allows for the exploitation of new concept devices 

where hysteresis can be effectively canceled out by a subsequent application of field and pressure [14]. 

Figure 5 shows this concept on the In-doped sample: the 5T isofield curves are shifted even outside the 

thermal hysteresis by the application of 4.5 kbar, effectively overcoming hysteresis. 

Figure 5. Isofield magnetization curves of the In-doped sample at ambient pressure (full 

red circles) and 4.5 kbar (open blue squares): the application of 4.5 kbar shifts the cooling 

branch of the transformation above the heating branch at ambient pressure, outside of the 

hysteresis region. 

 

2.3. Calorimetry in Magnetic Field 

The thermodynamic properties of the presented samples are studied by measuring the temperature 

and magnetic field dependence of the specific heat across the martensitic transformation (Figure 6). 

When dealing with magnetocaloric characterization, in-field differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 

is indeed the technique which offers the largest amount of information [40]. By comparing the four 

panels of Figure 6, partial substitution of Ni by Co does not seem to affect the martensitic specific heat 

baseline (cp ~ 500 J/(Kg·K) at 320 K). The same is not verified for the high temperature phase: the 

specific heat of austenite in the parent alloy (Ni50Mn30Ga20) has lower values than the other materials 

due to the paramagnetic nature of the high temperature phase.  

Field dependent calorimetry experiments confirm the values of dTM/0dH and hysteresis width 

already deduced from magnetization measurements.  
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Figure 6. Specific heat curves measured in 0H = 0 and 1.8 T. Red and blue curves are heating 

and cooling in zero field, while orange and cyan are heating and cooling in 0H = 1.8 T, 

respectively. (a): parent sample, (b): 5-30 sample, (c): 5-31 sample [36], (d): In-doped 

sample. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

It can be noticed that while the direct ferro-para system and the Co-doped alloys with ferro-ferro 

inverse transformation show the same dTM/0dH values across the heating and the cooling 

transformations, the In-doped sample shows unique features. In this case the magnetic field shifts more 

the cooling branch than the heating one. This behavior, already reported for NiMnSn-based systems [41], is 

due to the consistently larger M jump across the cooling branch and results in a wider hysteresis in 

applied field: from 17.7 K in zero field to 20.3 K in 1.8 T. Also, the smaller specific heat peak values 

reflect a markedly broadened in-field martensitic transformation. 

The latent heat  of the fully transformed transition can be calculated by integrating the cp profiles 

after subtraction of the baseline (see Figure 7). Two features stick out from these plots: the value 

corresponding to the fully transformed process and the field effect on it.  

The parent alloy shows the larger latent heat, pointing out how the effort to increase the MCE by 

enhancing the volume and the magnetization jump contributes indeed to increase the |dTM/0dH| while 

the maximum entropy change (calculated as ST = /TM) is depressed. This behavior is striking when 

comparing the parent alloy with the In-doped one. In the parent sample the ST of the fully induced 

process is about −18.5 J/(Kg·K) with dTM/0dH = +0.45 K/T, while in the In-doped sample a huge 

negative dTM/0dH = −5.5 K/T (comparable with the systems reported in [14]) can be used to trigger 

up to 6 J/(Kg·K). 
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The second interesting aspect is the action of the field on the fully induced latent heat. Within the 

error bars the direct and the ferro-ferro transformations are characterized by a constant transformation 

latent heat, as measured both on heating and cooling, both in applied and zero field. (Figure 7). The 

alloy characterized by the “low moment” martensite also in this case displays a peculiar behavior: both 

for the heating and cooling transformation, the latent heat measured in magnetic field is consistently 

lower than the corresponding zero field measure. From Figure 7 it can be observed that the stronger 

decrease of latent heat is realized when the transformation occurs at lower temperature; following the 

Brillouin-like increase of magnetization of ferromagnetic austenite by lowering the temperature, it 

appears that the latent heat decreases with M increasing. This phenomenon could be related to a 

thermodynamic arrest mechanism already pointed out in the literature for Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys 

showing a reverse magnetostructural transition [42,43]. However, further studies are needed to achieve 

a better and complete understanding of this feature. 

Figure 7. Latent heat out-of-field and in 0H = 1.8 T, both on heating and cooling. Red and 

blue are heating and cooling in zero external field, while orange and cyan are heating and 

cooling in 1.8T. (a): parent sample, (b): 5-30 sample, (c): 5-31 sample, (d): In-doped sample. 

(a) (b)	

(c)	 (d)	

The field dependent specific heat curves are a powerful tool for a comprehensive measurement of 

the magnetocaloric effect: in fact, by integration it is possible to obtain the entropy-temperature curves 

across the transformation at different field values. The isentropic and isothermal differences between 
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the two curves represent the adiabatic temperature change, Tad(T), and isothermal entropy change, 

siso(T), respectively. 

Table 3 reports the magnetocaloric data of the samples, both the transition entropy change of the 

fully induced transformation (calculated from latent heat and magnetic Clausius-Clapeiron relation) 

and the magnetocaloric effect sisoand Tad induced in a 1.8 T field. 

Table 3. Magnetocaloric values of the four samples: Latent heat, transition entropy change 

calculated from latent heat (sT) and magnetic Clausius-Clapeyron relation (sC-C); peak 

values of the isothermal entropy change (siso) and adiabatic temperature change (Tad) in 

a field span of 1.8 T measured by calorimetric techniques.  

Sample 
Latent heat 

(J·kg−1) 
sT 

(Jkg−1K−1) 
sC-C 

(Jkg−1K−1) 
siso(1.8 T) 
(Jkg−1K−1) 

Tad(1.8 T) 
(K) 

Ni50Mn30Ga20 6900 −19 −21 −3.7 +0.8 
Ni45Co5Mn30Ga20 4900 14 12.5 +6 −1.45 
Ni45Co5Mn31Ga19 4500 12.5 12 +5 −1.5 

Ni41Co9Mn32Ga16In2 2300 6 11 +4.5 −2.3 

The maximum entropy change calculated from the latent heat, sT, matches quite well the results of 

magnetic Clausius-Clapeyron equation, sc-c. The difference shown for the In-doped sample arises 

from the different pieces of sample used in the different techniques. As reported in [36], proper 

measurement protocols have to be followed for the reliable analysis of first order transformation materials.  

In Figure 8 we compare the temperature behavior of the isothermal entropy change induced by a 

field span of 1.8 T, siso, calculated by both the magnetic measurements and the field dependent 

calorimetry. For clarity of the picture, only the heating branch of the transformation is considered. 

Magnetization isothermal curves have been planned to pick up the full irreversible effect; we took care 

to cross the cooling martensitic branch before starting every isothermal M(H) curve to avoid the 

presence of “ghost peaks” in the siso(T) curve [44], and calculated the entropy change by exploiting 

the Maxwell relation. The calorimetric siso values are the isothermal difference between the entropy 

curves in 0 T and 1.8 T obtained from integration of the specific heat curves of Figure 7. A quite good 

agreement between the two techniques is observed for all the studied samples (Figure 8). 

Magnetization measurements and DSC for the Co-substituted alloys have been performed on exactly 

the same fragment, while the siso curves of the parent Ni50Mn30Ga20 sample were obtained from two 

different samples sharing the same composition: this justifies the slight peak shift (around 3 K) of the 

two s curves.  

The maximum values of siso (Table 3) are consistently lower than the ones estimated by latent 

heat: this demonstrates that the applied field change of 1.8 T is not enough to fully induce the 

transformation in either of the presented samples. By comparing the four samples, the two ferro-ferro 

inverse alloys, samples 5-30 and 5-31, show the maximum siso of the series. The lower values shown 

by the parent sample and the In-doped alloy originate from different features: in the first case, the low 

value of dTM/0dH prevents the applied magnetic field of 1.8 T to fully induce the transformation; in 

the latter case, both the widening of the transformation and a much lower latent heat concur in 

obtaining a low siso value. 
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Figure 8. Isothermal entropy change estimated from magnetization isothermal curves 

(black circles) and field dependent DSC (yellow circles) for 0H = 1.8 T. (a) parent 

sample; (b) 5-30 sample; (c) 5-31 sample [36]; (d) In-doped sample. 

(a) (b)	

(c)	 (d)	

The most interesting question relates at this point to how the large |dTM/0dH| values of the Co 

substituted alloys can enhance the MCE. The parameter dTM/0dH is well known to set an upper limit 

to the adiabatic temperature change, while at the same time it gives a rough indication of whether our 

material may be promising for applications (thanks to the possibility of fully induce the transformation 

in lower magnetic fields) [45,46]. 

We noticed that the magnetostructural transformation in these systems can be described, in the 

frame of a simple geometrical model, by a peculiar relation linking the field induced adiabatic 

temperature change Tad with dTM/0dH, with the martensite specific heat value cp
Mart, the 

transformation temperature TM and the isothermal entropy change siso [35,36,47]:

 

 

∆
∆ ∙ ∆

∆ ∆ ∙
 (1) 

Here TM = (dTM/0dH)·0H is the effective transformation shift in temperature induced by a 

magnetic field variation 0H. The usefulness of this equation is that it gives the chance to estimate 

the Tad merely from indirect magnetization measurements. The specific heat of the low temperature 

phase can be safely taken from literature, while the remaining parameters can be deduced from  
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isofield magnetization curves. It is important to stress that this relation holds for purely first-order 

systems and when the field-induced transition shift is smaller than the transformation width [35].  

The non-negligible error propagation gives to the calculated Tad an uncertainty of about 30%–40%. 

The adiabatic temperature change obtained from direct measurements, field dependent DSC and 

calculated by using the Equation (1) is reported in Figure 9 for samples 5-30 and 5-31. A remarkable 

convergence of the three experimental techniques is realized: as discussed in [35], these results 

corroborate the reliability of the presented model for the estimation of the magnetocaloric effect by 

indirect methods, and highlight how the Maxwell relation for the calculation of isothermal entropy 

change siso can correctly describe the magnetocaloric effect even of first order transformations. The 

Tad of these systems seems to increase in proportion to Co content, which means that there is a direct 

correlation between Tad, M and dTM/0dH.  

Equation (1) gives also interesting information about the relation linking Tad with dTM/0dH and 

siso. The first consideration is that Tad is not directly proportional either to dTM/0dH or siso. This is 

a direct consequence of the fact that the infinitesimal relation dTad = (TM/cp)dsiso cannot be 

straightforwardly extrapolated to finite differences due to the dependence on magnetic field and 

temperature of the specific heat, cp(H,T). On the other hand, eq. 1 relies on the simple value of the 

specific heat far from the transition region, cp
Mart. Second, and perhaps even more interesting, it can be 

appreciated that the adiabatic temperature change tends to its upper limit set by the parameter 

dTM/0dH when cp
Mart/TM→0. This condition is approached for relatively low values of the specific 

heat of the low temperature phase, and sets an additional figure of merit for the search of promising 

magnetocaloric materials endowed with high adiabatic temperature change [48]. 

Figure 9. Adiabatic temperature change of samples 5-30 (left) and 5-31 (right) [36] 

estimated from direct measurements (blue triangles), magnetization data (cyan squares) 

and field dependent DSC (black circles) in a field span of 1.8 T.  

 

3. Experimental Section  

The samples were grown by arc melting stoichiometric amounts of pure elements in an inert 

atmosphere; homogenization was obtained by subsequent annealing in an inert atmosphere at 1173 K 

for 72 h followed by water quenching. The final compositions of the grown samples were verified by 

energy dispersive spectroscopy and were close to the nominal values with a maximum deviation of 
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<1%. The magnetic and magnetostructural critical temperatures were identified by temperature 

dependence measurements of the initial a.c. susceptibility. The isothermal and isofield magnetic 

properties were measured in SQUID magnetometers (maximum field 5 T, temperature range 5–500 K).  

Magnetic measurements under hydrostatic pressure were performed in a SQUID magnetometer by a 

purpose-built Cu(Be) pressure cell. Unit cell volumes of the parent and product phases were evaluated 

by X-ray diffraction at the transformation temperatures using a Thermo ARL X’tra diffractometer 

equipped with a solid-state Si(Li) Peltier detector and an environmental chamber. 

The specific heat measurements, which allowed for the latent heat and magnetocaloric analysis, 

were performed with purpose built differential scanning calorimeter able to work up to 1.8 T and 

between 255 K and 390 K. This setup exploits Peltier cells both as active and passive elements [36]. 

Tad was evaluated for a field change up to 1.9 T at a maximum field rate of 2.2 T/s. The direct probe 

operates in vacuum (10−4 mbar) and uses a Cernox HT-BR temperature sensor connected to the sample 

with a thermo conductive paste. 

4. Conclusions 

We have shown that in Mn-rich Ni2MnGa Heusler compounds the chemical substitution with Co 

and In has profound effects both on the magnetic properties and the structural stability. In particular, it 

is possible to tune the magnetic properties of austenite and martensite independently, allowing for the 

martensitic transformation to occur between ferromagnetic phases, or between ferro-martensite para- 

austenite or even enabling an inverse transformation between para-martensite and a strongly 

ferromagnetic austenite. This reflects also on the magnetocaloric properties: in this sense the Ga based 

alloys are attractive for their unique feature to switch from direct to inverse giant MCE by 

compositional change. 

The doped alloys show enhanced magnetic and structural discontinuities across the martensitic 

transformation, which allow for an increased drive of the structural instability through external stimuli; 

remarkably, the In-doped sample show the highest value of dTM/dp (up to 6 K/kbar) for this class of 

materials.  

Since the enhanced response with respect to magnetic field and pressure seems somehow entangled 

in these alloys, we have suggested two index parameters (the ratio and the product of the critical 

temperature dependence to external fields) that describe their multifunctionality; such parameters 

could also be considered for the evaluation and comparison of other classes of materials. 

We have reviewed the magneto-thermodynamic properties of the presented samples by several 

different techniques, providing a comprehensive analysis of the giant magnetocaloric effect across the 

martensitic transformation. We have proved the convergence of the results obtained from different 

techniques, and highlighted some detrimental features connected to the magnetostructural 

transformation, such as inhomogeneity and partial cycling effects, that should be taken care of in order 

to provide affordable characterization of first order materials. The doped alloys show quite high values 

of adiabatic temperature change, estimated up to −2.3 K for the In-doped sample. 

Finally, we have proposed a simplified model for the estimation of the adiabatic temperature change 

that relies only on indirect measurements, allowing for the quick and reliable evaluation of the 

magnetocaloric potentiality of new materials starting from readily available magnetic measurements.  
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